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We meet again 
 
Last year Matt Crockett, Dave Kelly, Connal Townsend, Warwick Quinn, and I stood 
before you, for three hours - phew - to propose a whole-of-industry initiative, focused 
on galvanising the transformation of our building and construction industry.
 
We sought your insights and advice on what industry transformation might look like 
and what priorities it should pursue.
 
We outlined the ITA FRAMEWORK to support transformation and you gave us a clear 
steer on the key issues to prioritise.



We asked for a mandate from you to take this work forward. You endorsed the 
concept and you gave us the signal to act.  
 
And so, we embarked on this ambitious industry transformation journey.



Adapted from 8-step Process for 
Leading Change, J.P Kotter.
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If we were to describe a model, or process for driving transformation it might look 
like this. 
 

• It is not a linear path

• It is a long-term commitment

 

• It’s a marathon rather than a sprint



Meanwhile, there are urgent problems that must be fixed today. 

Recently our sector has been in the news a great deal – and not necessarily for the 
right reasons. 

Most of the news has not been good.

Construction companies in New Zealand have gone bust even though we are in a 
boom.

Traditional business models within the sector are failing once again. 
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There is urgent work to do 

Which has largely been the focus of the conference so far today 

And rightly so. It is essential we do this work 
because people are relying on us for their jobs, and livelihoods.
Because we need to continue to get people into houses that they can call home,
Because we must meet the needs of our clients,
and because the pipeline of work is relentless.
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You will have noticed that today’s building and construction industry issues are not 
new. 

These headlines are familiar. 

The same issues keep surfacing again and again

As colleagues have been saying to me over recent months – its déjà vu! 

It has become even more clear that the future of building and construction in New 
Zealand requires new ways of thinking and being.
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As the Minister for Finance recently said 
“the construction industry needs a reset” 

Which just reinforces how perceptive you were, last year, in calling for action to 
transform the industry.

I want to acknowledge you for that.

You had the presence of mind, the foresight and the courage, to recognise this last 
year.
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With your endorsement, our sector has been able to start work that will help us 
overcome the tyranny of the urgent. 

Too often the urgent work crowds out the strategically important work. 

IT is the strategically important we must find room for to drive industry 
transformation 
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Remember this?

Last year you reviewed the 30 action areas of the Industry Transformation Framework
and targeted six as priorities.



Risk

New Technologies

Next Gen

Information Flows

Integrated planning

Shared Learning

These are ALL thorny issues, - our wicked problems you might say.

Guided by your mandate, industry leaders have committed their time 
and energy on a number of these, to lay the foundation for the 
transformation of the sector.

So where are we at since we last met?



ITA champions and leaders have…

Been doing hard work and tough thinking.



Met with industry agencies, associations and boards across the country.



Been working on the priority areas of risk, next gen skills and information flows.



www.industrytransformation.nz

Established the Industry Transformation website and a regular newsletter.



We have also advanced ARTISAN so that pilot BCAs can start using it in October.
Artisan is an example of thinking about how we can address pain points across the
system applying a digital solution that provides much needed quality assurance on
building sites.

It is shaping up to

• Reduce the need for onsite inspections by at least 75%

• Provide an enduring record of build quality

• And support evidence-based learning



When I see the huge amount of productivity loss 
from construction re-work and delays created by 
failing building inspections, I also see an opportunity 
to share information that would help lift the quality 
assurance on building sites to address this issue. 
Jeff Fahrensohn, Manager Inspections, Auckland Council

Artisan is being piloted with the Tauranga and Auckland Councils in October.

It tackles quality head on – yet is capable of unleashing so much more
transformation.



Perennial 
problems

The ITA brings different thinking into play to find the fundamental causes of the industry’s perennial 
problems. Problems such as risk management.

Rick has just outlined the importance of improving the way we manage risk. As he said construction 
management is risk management.

The ITA wants to explore new ways of thinking about risk, to support the work that the RMBA and others 
are doing to improve risk management. New ways of thinking are about asking questions, digging deep 
and asking more questions.

It’s about having the courage to take time to explore the issues rather than leaping to solutions. We’ve 
been digging deep into the root causes of risk across our industry. We’ve been taking a systems 
approach and going beyond the quick fix. We don’t know the answers and haven’t yet uncovered 
solutions that may have the same sort of transformative potential of an Artisan yet.

The fact that we don’t know where this work will go is characteristic of transformation work. We 
must have the courage to keep pushing beyond what we know, to challenge existing paradigms, to  
experiment, and, at times, fail.

Driving transformative action to address risk in this industry is not just improving ways to manage risk. It’s 
about  reforming the way risk plays out across our industry.



Déjà vu

If we don’t do this, we will continue to experience the sense of “déjà vu” Which, as we 
know, means “seen this before.”

And haven’t we ever!



Vu jàdé

What we are searching for is Vu jade! which literally means have not seen this 
before.

As UK Professor Keith Grint tells us – thorny wicked problems demand the willingness
to explore vu jade, - the not seen this before – to unlock the thinking we will need to
reset the industry.



We need leadership from the people 
commissioning the work. We need 
leadership from the people who are 
doing the work – the construction 
industry….. ultimately transformation 
will only occur if it is industry-led.
Mark Farmer
author of Modernise or Die: time to decide the industry’s future.

Our thorny problems call for us to be courageous leadership, for new ways of 
thinking and different perspectives.

Because, as Mark Farmer said when he was here,

‘…. ultimately transformation will only occur when it is industry-led.’



If you really want a culture of 
innovation, you have to lead 
people differently, value them 
differently, and encourage 
them differently. Leaders set 
the conditions for creativity 
– and therefore innovation – to 
flourish.
Sir Ken Robinson

To fuel the leadership fire, we’ve hosted several discussions with international leaders
since August 2017.

Thought leaders such as Sir Ken Robinson, who told us leaders set the conditions for 
innovation to flourish.



We’ve entered a period of declining 
industry resilience and the industry 
needs to urgently transform or 
risk market failure.
Mark Farmer
author of Modernise or Die: time to decide the industry’s future.

Mark Farmer, who reinforced the call to the industry to transform, or risk market
failure.



Just keep 
going.
Professor Tim Flannery

And climate change guru, Professor Tim Flannery, who shared his learning from
leading global change around one of the planet’s biggest transformation challenges.
Tim‘s heartfelt message was - just keep going!



As an industry, you’ll never agree on 
10 to 20 percent of the opportunities 
and challenges. Focus your time, 
energy and creativity on the 80 
to 90 percent you can agree on.
Scott Champion

And we’re learning from those at home as well.

Dr Scott Champion drove the transformation of the Beef and Lamb sector in New
Zealand.

He shared with us a breakthrough moment when his industry suddenly began to
focus on the 80 to 90 percent of issues they agreed on, rather than the 10-20
percent they could not agree on.

I encourage you to connect with the learnings from these conversations via the ITA
website.



We want to see a genuine 
transformation in the way we 
create and share our 
prosperity.
Prime Minister Rt. Hon. Jacinda Ardern

Last year we said industry transformation must be industry-led, even though it
requires all the key players – government, companies, industry organisations to
connect and collaborate.

So, leaders have been engaging government officials and Ministers in discussions on
the problems our sector is grappling with, in the context of industry transformation.

Government has a key role to play in industry reform. And we have a government
committed to see “a genuine transformation in the way we create and share our
prosperity”.

There is huge interest from Ministers in the ITA. These discussions have 
opened the door to ongoing conversations about a shared agenda 
between government and the industry. The support of officials, such as 
Anna Butler, GM, Building Systems at MBIE, is also ensuring that our 
government’s work programmes are being aligned.



As this foundational work has progressed the Industry Transformation Framework has
evolved.

New insights have emerged from the exploratory nature of the work that has been
going on.

For example, the role of the client has been identified as pivotal in driving and
demanding needed change across the sector. This was highlighted by Helen Sullivan
this morning. We have started working with client groups to understand this role and
the actions they can take.

Going forward the client perspective will have a critical role and the Framework 
will be adjusted to reflect this role.

And looking ahead the ITA will continue to evolve.

It is is determined, careful and long-haul work - and whilst not 
providing silver bullets – it is absolutely doing what you called 
for last year.



So, since the marathon began, at Constructive last year, where has the ITA travelled?

URGENCY: With the mandate you gave, the work begun with a true sense of urgency. This has 
only deepened with the events of the past few weeks and months.

BUILD: we are forging a core coalition of leaders and champions who are helping to drive the 
commitment to transform our industry.

FORM: we have coalesced around the Industry Transformation Framework and shared this 
widely with Ministers, officials, industry groups and industry leaders.

ENLIST: a volunteer army has joined up via the website and is actively engaging with events.

ENABLE: Action on risk, information flows, and innovation uptake is in train.

GENERATE: We are also poised to roll out Artisan with all its transformative potential.

And over 200 of our industry leaders have joined conversations with other leaders, 
local and international, on how to lead transformative change.

We are up and running.
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It’s creating a space to 
ensure those needing to 
focus on today’s issues 
can do so in the knowledge 
that somewhere across the 
system, industry colleagues 
are watching out for us 
and our future.

It’s creating a space to ensure those needing to focus on today’s issues can do so in
the knowledge that somewhere across the system, industry colleagues are
watching out for us and our future.

And for those who continue to want to step forward and engage in the bigger picture,
the ITA is calling you.

This is the ITA’s niche and gift – to be relentlessly focused on vu jade, and hopeful for
this industry.

Maybe, just maybe, we can even bring back some of the fun we used to have.

Last year, you had the foresight to kickstart this work - and now more than 
ever we, as an industry, need to have the courage to continue this 
work.



• Zooming in on NZ?

A fragile industry in a fragile ecosystem 

Because there are bigger challenges looming.

The building and construction industry are not a closed system, protected like a
fortress.

We operate within a wider system.

We are “a fragile industry in a fragile eco-system.”

There are pressures on the planet, challenges to our humanity and limitations on
needed resources, all beginning to impact on this industry.



Materials we have taken for granted are becoming scarce. 

Last month there was a lead item in the Waikato Times about the global shortage of
sand.

It said “Sand is the most extracted solid material in the world with 50 billion tonnes
mined a year, used for everything from roads and buildings to mobile phones – and
we are running out.”



That’s enough to build 276 Sky Towers.



Are we going to sacrifice the iconic Kiwi summer holiday because there will be no
more sand for our beaches – only for construction projects?



A decade ago climate experts 
were deeply worried.
Now they are terrified.
Professor Tim Flannery

As Professor Tim Flannery said recently “a decade ago climate experts were deeply
worried. Now they are terrified.”



Manufacturing and 
construction emissions in 2015

43%
from 1990

were up

19%
of all CO2 emissions

and made up

In 2015 construction and manufacturing emissions had risen 43% since 1990. They 
now make up 19% of all CO2 emissions in New Zealand.



Evidence suggests that construction and demolition waste may represent up to 50% 
of all waste going into landfills in NZ

This is not a sustainable way of working.
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Evidence suggests that construction and demolition waste may represent up to 50% 
of all waste going into landfills in NZ.

This is not a sustainable way of working.



There is no doubt in my mind 
that climate change will drive the 
most significant economic 
transformation in modern history. 
Hon. Dr Megan Woods, Minister of Energy and Resources

New Zealanders care about climate change.

Extreme weather events have become more common and the resilience of our
environment, our buildings and our communities is being sorely tested.

Clean water is becoming an issue – even in this country with such abundant rainfall.

The government has pledged that New Zealand will meet the target of becoming a
zero- carbon economy in less than 30 years.

The Minister for Energy and Resources, Dr Megan Woods states:

“There is no doubt in my mind that climate change will drive the most 
significant economic transformation in modern history.”



1. 
A quality 
industry

2. 
An agile 
industry

3. 
A future-
focused 
industry

Communities and local councils have raised expectations of the industry to maintain
our health by providing warm, and dry and well-ventilated buildings.

Liveability is becoming a quality that New Zealanders and the Government wants to
measure and value in the built environment.

No industry will be exempt from having a role to play in meeting these challenges.

For us in the construction industry, this means we need to become the kind of
industry that we set, as our ambition, at Constructive 17.

We said we wanted to be ...

a quality industry; an agile industry; a future-focused industry.



Risk
Next Gen Workforce
Clients
Leadership

This future focus is where the ITA will continue to work -

• on unpicking the issue with risk allocation to find how we can transform the way 
risk plays out across our industry

• on defining pathways to map the future workforce

• with client groups on where clients will lead out across the transformation agenda

• and the leadership call will expand to deliver a leadership summit in 2019



Success is not 
final, failure is 
not fatal: it is the 
courage to 
continue that 
counts.
Winston Churchill

Transformation is critical.

Our industry will drive choices about how we will live in the future.

Our industry has the challenge to not just transform itself - but to also help transform
the way New Zealand and our people can live and thrive.

As Sir Winston Churchill said, with such prescience, fighting another battle 
“success is not final, failure is not fatal : it is the courage to continue that counts.”

Thank you


